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We present an existence theorem for Picard–Vessiot extensions over real differential fields
with real closed field of constants.
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r é s u m é

Nous donnons un théorème d’existence pour des extensions de type Picard–Vessiot sur un
corps différentiel réel dont le corps des constantes est réel clos.

© 2012 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The important problem of existence of real Picard–Vessiot extensions was first suggested by O. Gel’fond and A. Khovanskii
(cf. [1, Remark 3]). Later C. Michaux in his study of ordered differential fields with elimination of quantifiers formulated a
theorem on the existence of ordered differential linearly closed extensions [5, Lemma 3.4]. However his proof is not correct.

In this Note, we give an algebraic proof of the existence of real Picard–Vessiot extensions for real differential fields with
real closed field of constants and following Kolchin [3] state an adequate version of Galois correspondence.

Throughout this Note F denotes an ordinary differential field of characteristic 0. Unless otherwise stated, the differential
fields considered contain nonconstant elements. In the sequel we use the terminology of Kolchin [3,4].

2. Main result

Definition 2.1. A pair of differential fields (F , K ) is of real type if K is a formally real field and F = K (i), where i is a root
of X2 + 1.

Definition 2.2. If (F , K ) is a pair of differential fields of real type, a differential extension of real type of (F , K ) is a pair of
differential fields (G, L) of real type such that F ⊂ G and K = L ∩F .
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Definition 2.3. An element η in an extension of F is said to be constrained over F if there exists a differential polynomial
C ∈F{y} with C(η) �= 0 such that C(η′) = 0, for every non-generic differential specialization η′ of η over F .

We shall say that the differential field extension G ⊃ F is constrained if and only if each element of G is constrained
over F .

Remark 1. Under the hypothesis that F contains nonconstant elements, our definition of constrained extension coincides
with Kolchin’s one (cf. [4, Section 2]).

M. Singer has proved that for a real differential field K , there exists a differential extension (Φ,K) of real type of
(K (i), K ) such that Φ is a constrainedly closed field and K is a real closed field (cf. [6, Theorem]).

Remark 2. Every algebraic extension is constrained. Moreover the field of constants of a constrained extension of F is
algebraic over the field of constants CF of F .

Theorem 2.4. Let (F , K ) be a pair of differential fields of real type. There exists a differential extension of real type (G, L) of (F , K )

such that G is constrainedly closed and a constrained extension of F .

Proof. Fix a differential extension (Φ,K) of real type of (F , K ) such that Φ is a constrainedly closed field and K is a real
closed field (Singer’s pair) and let M be the family of differential extensions (F ′, K ′) of real type of (F , K ) contained in
(Φ,K) such that F ′ is a constrained extension of F . Then M �= ∅ and is partially ordered by inclusion.

As M is ordered inductively, by Kuratowski–Zorn’s lemma M has a maximal element. Let us fix such a maximal element
(G, L). We claim that G is constrainedly closed and (G, L) is of real type.

To establish this, consider any element η ∈ Φ that is constrained over G , say with constraint B and let us observe that
the conjugate element η is constrained over G with constraint B . Therefore (G〈η,η〉,G〈η,η〉 ∩ K) is an element of M. By
the maximality of (G, L), then G〈η,η〉 = G . In particular, η ∈ G . Because of [4, Section 3, Corollary 2], this establishes our
claim. �
Theorem 2.5. Let (F , K ) be a pair of differential fields of real type and let (G, L) be a differential extension of real type of (F , K ) such
that G is a constrainedly closed and constrained extension of F . Let L(Y ) ∈ F{Y } be a homogeneous linear differential polynomial of
order n. There exist y1, . . . , yn ∈ G solutions of L(Y ) = 0 such that y1, . . . , yn are linearly independent over CG .

Proof. We denote by Wr(y1, . . . , yn) the Wronskian of y1, . . . , yn . For y1, . . . , ym with m < n and Wr(y1, . . . , ym) �= 0,
Wr(y1, . . . , ym+1) has order m and because G is constrainedly closed we can find ym+1 ∈ G such that L(ym+1) = 0 and
Wr(y1, . . . , ym+1) �= 0. Therefore we can find a system of solutions for L(Y ) = 0 linearly independent over CG . �
Corollary 2.6. Let K be a real differential field with real closed field of constants C K . Let L(Y ) = 0 be a homogeneous linear differential
equation defined over K . Then there exists a Picard–Vessiot extension L of K for L(Y ) = 0 and moreover L is a real field.

Proof. Let F = K (i) and (G, L) be the differential extension of real type of (F , K ) such that G is constrainedly closed and
a constrained extension of F , given by Theorem 2.4. By Remark 2, we have CG = CF . Let us denote by c the conjugation
of G determined by c(i) = −i, c|L = IdL . Let V be the CF -subspace of G generated by the CF -linearly independent solu-
tions y1, . . . , yn of L(Y ) = 0, given by Theorem 2.5, and let V c be the CF -subspace of V fixed by the conjugation c. The
differential subfield of G generated by K =F c and V c is a real Picard–Vessiot extension of K for the equation L(Y ) = 0. �
Remark 3. In the recent preprint [2], H. Gillet, S. Gorchinskiy and A. Ovchinnikov prove the existence of Picard–Vessiot
extensions for real differential fields with real closed field of constants using Tannakian categories. However the fact that
the Picard–Vessiot extension is real does not follow from their result.

3. Galois correspondence

Let K be as in Corollary 2.6, F = K (i) and let L|K be a real Picard–Vessiot extension for L(Y ) = 0, of order n. Let
̂L denote the field L(i). The set DHomK (L,̂L) of K -differential morphisms from L into ̂L has a structure of C K -defined
(Zariski) closed subgroup of the linear algebraic group GL(n, CF ). We take it as the differential Galois group G(L|K ) of the
Picard–Vessiot extension L|K .

For a closed subgroup H of G(L|K ), LH is a differential subfield of L containing K . If M is an intermediate differential
field, i.e. K ⊂ M ⊂ L, then L|M is a real Picard–Vessiot extension and G(L|M) is a C K -defined closed subgroup of G(L|K ).
We state the Galois correspondence theorem. Its proof will be given elsewhere.

Theorem 3.1. Let L|K be a real Picard–Vessiot extension, G(L|K ) its differential Galois group.
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(i) The correspondences

H �→ LH , M �→ G(L|M)

define inclusion inverting mutually inverse bijective maps between the set of C K -defined closed subgroups H of G(L|K ) and the
set of differential fields M with K ⊂ M ⊂ L.

(ii) The intermediate differential field M is a Picard–Vessiot extension of K if and only if the subgroup G(L|M) is normal in G(L|K ).
In this case, the restriction morphism

G(L|K ) → G(M|K )

σ �→ σ|M
induces an isomorphism

G(L|K )/G(L|M)  G(M|K ).
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